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Chaotic Communications Over Radio Channels
Chris Williams
Abstract—The real issues of communicating over radio chan-
nels with continuous time chaotic signals are addressed. Synchro-
nized and nonsynchronized methods are assessed. The modeling of
radio channels (including multipath and Doppler) is reviewed, and
then the effect on chaotic signals is investigated. The bandwidth ef-
ficiency of chaotic communication systems is discussed, and com-
pared to conventional methods. The practical issues of symbol syn-
chronization and equalization are discussed. It is pointed out that
discussing these systems as spread spectrum is often unhelpful, be-
cause a noise free reference signal is not available at the receiver to
exploit the excess bandwidth.
Index Terms—Bandwidth efficiency, chaos, communications,
equalization, synchronization.
I. INTRODUCTION
FUTURE communication systems will be required to op-erate at higher data rates, be more reliable, and operate
in increasingly crowded frequency allocations. The concept of
personal communication services put additional constraints on
power efficiency (impacting on size and weight), and mobility
range. Conventional communication systems have the funda-
mental constraint that the carrier waveforms are limited to a two
signal orthogonal set (sine and cosine waves). This limitation
leads to a trade off between power efficiency (for orthogonal
signal sets) and bandwidth efficiency (for high level modula-
tion schemes). The emphasis in this paper will be on mobile
radio communication systems.
Recent years have seen the emergence of chaotic communica-
tion systems. However, it is not always recognized what appli-
cation these systems would serve. By examining the properties
of chaotic systems we can learn why one may want to use them
for communications. Being fundamentally broadband, the pres-
ence of information does not necessarily change the properties
of the transmitted signal. While obviously an advantage from
a security viewpoint, a further consequence is that the power
output will remain constant regardless of the information con-
tent (or lack of it). The term broadband needs clarification. The
bandwidth of a chaotic signal is infinite, but some large frac-
tion (say 90%) of the signal power will lie in some bandwidth
. When a chaotic signal is used as a carrier, the unmodulated
bandwidth is clearly broadband compared to a conventional
carrier (sinusoid), which has a purely impulsive spectra (defi-
nitely narrowband). Many papers have proposed using chaotic
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signals in the spread spectrum context, in which case the trans-
mitted signal bandwidth is significantly wider than the infor-
mation bandwidth. Whether such an approach has any merit for
chaotic communications is discussed within this paper. The dis-
cussions here are not limited to this point of view, and in some
cases the transmitted signal bandwidth will be comparable to
the information bandwidth. The nonperiodic nature would sug-
gest that a large number of waveforms are available. However,
these are not orthogonal in the conventional sense, except in
the infinite time limit. The nonperiodic nature, and limited pre-
dictability, may also suggest that these systems would be secure
in some sense. This will not be an over-riding issue in this paper.
High-dimensional systems, and the consequent increase in
the number of parameters, may offer a wider variety of wave-
forms. It is natural to assume that the larger the signal set size,
the greater the data-carrying capacity. However, the reliability
of the recovered information is of great importance, and will be
assessed here. The sensitive dependence property can be used
to apply small amplitude control signals to a chaotic system,
and, after some latency period, cause a large scale change in
the output. This can be used to remove the requirement for fre-
quency conversion and amplification from the transmitter, thus
improving power efficiency but also reducing size and weight.
At first sight, this is a very compelling list. However,
chaotic-communication systems are not without their prob-
lems. While chaotic synchronization has been demonstrated,
its robustness to channel distortion and noise is a cause for
concern. The basis for using synchronization is discussed.
As will be seen bandwidth efficiency can be poor. Direct RF
generation and modulation for practical systems have not
been readily demonstrated. This paper concentrateS on such
continuous time systems, where, unlike discrete time systems,
formal results on signal design do not exist. The structured
nature of chaotic signals places clear doubt on the level of
security they actually offer [1].
Some distinct approaches to communicating using chaotic
waveforms are as follows. 1) DS/CDMA using discrete chaotic
maps. To solve the synchronization problem, sections of a
chaotic trajectory are used to form a periodic signal [2]. 2)
Sending a copy of the chaotic signal as a reference signal [3].
3) Using a continuous-time chaotic system, either directly at
RF, or at baseband and using a conventional sinusoidal carrier.
This paper concentrates on the continuous-time approach.
Typically, this has involved using chaotic-synchronization tech-
niques, these, and methods to communicate using synchroniza-
tion are discussed in Section II. Section III reviews the effect
of the radio channel. The effects of different channel distortions
are then investigated in Section IV, and the issue of bandwidth
1057–7122/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE
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efficiency is presented in Section V. Practical issues of imple-
menting chaotic communications systems are discussed in Sec-
tion VI. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. REVIEW OF SYNCHRONIZATION AND COMMUNICATIONS
When a system is said to be synchronized, this typically refers
to identical synchronization which is when the state-space tra-
jectories of drive and response systems (only one way coupling
is considered here) are identical, and in phase. This paper will
be restricted to scalar drive signals. Accurate identical synchro-
nization relies on ideal parameter matching in the two systems
and there being no distortion of the drive signal. Any discrep-
ancy from this ideal will desynchronize the systems, the degree
of which will depend how far from ideal the systems are. The re-
laxations in this definition of synchronization have the potential
to provide more robust synchronized systems [4], [5]. If instead,
there exists some continuous transformation that maps the tra-
jectories in one state space to another, of two coupled systems,
then the systems possess generalized synchronization (GS) [6].
The next level in the synchronization hierarchy is phase syn-
chronization, if the difference between some suitably defined
phases remains bounded then phase synchronization occurs [7].
The actual method by which synchronization is achieved
depends on modifying the response system such that it is stable
under driving from the received chaotic signal. The Pecora
and Carroll method (PC) of synchronization [8] decomposes
the -dimensional dynamical system into two subsystems, the
drive is composed of the full -dimensional dynamics, whereas
the response system is a subset of the full dynamics. In the
active-passive decomposition (APD) [9] method the original
autonomous system is rewritten as a nonautonomous (driven)
system that possesses the desired synchronization properties.
The linear feedback method (LF) [10] is derived from control
theory. More recent work has considered that synchronization
is a state-space observer, and so modern control theory can be
applied [11].
The ability to synchronize does not also imply the ability
to communicate. There are a number of possible methods that
will be described now. The masking method [12] uses the fact
that synchronization is robust against small perturbations of the
drive signal. The APD method gives a framework where the
message becomes part of the dynamics in all the coupled sys-
tems (chaotic modulation), due to the greater symmetry between
drive and response it is expected that this method will be more
robust [9], [13]. The chaos shift keying (CSK) technique [12]
encodes the message information onto the attractor by mod-
ulating a parameter of the drive system, typically in a binary
manner. The receiver’s job is to decide which of the possible
dynamical systems generated the received signal. The commu-
nicating by control approach [14] encodes the information in the
symbolic dynamics (SD) of the chaotic system, using small con-
trol perturbations. Since the qualitative position on the attractor
is more important for message recovery than the actual ampli-
tude, such an approach can be considered as a form of phase
synchronization. In the masking, APD and CSK methods syn-
chronization is an obvious way of recovering the information.
The synchronization mechanism can be considered as a non-
linear filter, matched to the specified dynamics. In the SD ap-
proach synchronization can be used to recover the full chaotic
dynamics, and hence the information. However, full recovery
of the state space is not required, just sufficient information to
recover the symbolic dynamics. Alternative message recovery
methods will be discussed.
III. RADIO CHANNEL EFFECTS
A key aspect of any communication system is its perfor-
mance over noisy distorting channels, and the distortion in
a radio channel can be particularly severe. There are two
classes of propagation models to consider, large scale models
consider signal characterization that varies over large distances
(many wavelengths), and small scale models that characterize
behavior that varies over short distances (of the order of a
wavelength, or a few seconds).
Large-scale variations are caused by path loss through the
propagation media (free space), loss due to obstructions (build-
ings) and interaction with the environment (reflection, diffrac-
tion, and scattering). In free space, the path loss is characterized
by a power reduction as the square of distance, whereas for a
two-path model (to include a ground reflection) this is a fourth
power law. In general, due to more complex environments, the
path-loss exponent is not just limited to 2 or 4, but can vary be-
tween 1.5 and 6 [15]. The path loss exponent can also change its
value with distance. The exact path loss at any particular loca-
tion is a random variable depending on the actual environment, a
log-normal random process is used to characterize this behavior,
the path loss is given by
dB dB dB (1)
Where is the mean path loss and is a Gaussian random
variable (in decibels), with standard deviation (also in deci-
bels). In the outdoor environment is in the range of 6 to 9,
whereas in the more variable indoor environment it is 3 to 14.
The mean path loss can be obtained from a propagation model
or from empirical studies (see [15], [16] for details). While the
path loss due to large scale models can be significant, the slow
time variation can usually be tracked within the receiver, though
it is the large scale variations that limit the coverage area of a
transmitter. In contrast the small scale variations due to motion
are a more significant problem.
Small-scale fading is caused by interference between mul-
tiple received signals form the same transmitter (multipath). The
channel transfer function is dependent upon the relative am-
plitudes, phases, and time delays of the individual paths, and
changes over wavelength distances. The effects of multipath are
rapid-signal strength fluctuations, random frequency modula-
tion (due to different Doppler shifts on the paths), and time dis-
persion. The effects are dependent on the scattering environ-
ment, speed of transmitter and receiver, and the channel char-
acteristics. The multipath channel has a time varying impulse
response, useful parameters include the mean excess delay and
RMS delay spread (first and second moments) of the impulse
response [16]. The effects of the channel are dependent on the
relative characteristics of the channel and the signal, in both the
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Fig. 1. Method of generating channel model tap coefficients.
time and frequency domains. The coherence bandwidth is
defined as the frequency separation required for two frequencies
to be correlated to a specified percentage, for 50% correlation
this is
(2)
The coherence bandwidth measures the flatness of the frequency
response, when the signal bandwidth exceeds this, the channel is
frequency selective. Alternatively, the channel is frequency se-
lective if the delay spread is larger than the symbol period, when
this is the case the signal is wideband, otherwise it is narrow-
band. The motion of the transmitter, receiver, or environment
causes time variation of the channel, the timescales of this vari-
ation is given by the coherence time of the channel . This can
be defined as
(3)
Where, is the Doppler spread. Frequency dispersion due
to Doppler spread causes time selective fading. Time selective
fading, and frequency selective fading (due to multipath) are in-
dependent processes.
A channel model for small scale variation is a finite impulse
response filter (tapped delay line), when the equivalent base-
band representation is used [17] the tap coefficients are complex
(to represent amplitude and phase variations in the channel). It is
common to fix the multipath delays for each simulation, though
the amplitudes and phases are time varying. The time variation
of the tap coefficients are related to the Doppler spread char-
acteristic, where there is no dominant path the Rayleigh fading
distribution gives a baseband Doppler spectrum of
(4)
Where is the maximum Doppler shift. The channel–tap co-
efficients are made by summing two Gaussian sources (real and
imaginary) which have been filtered according to (4), Fig. 1. The
impulse response of such a filter is given by the inverse Fourier
transform of (4). When a dominant line of sight (LOS) path ex-
ists the channel fading envelope is Ricean. The model described
above can also be used when the additional LOS component is
added.
IV. TOWARDS ROBUST COMMUNICATION
This section will demonstrate the effect of the radio channel
on chaotic communication systems. Results will be presented as
bit-error rate (BER) versus the bit energy over noise power den-
sity ratio , this removes the dependency on timescales
and simulation bandwidth. Unless otherwise noted the Lorenz
chaotic system has been used
(5)
With parameters . An Adams
integration routine has been used, with step size 0.01 s. Un-
less noted otherwise, symbol timing synchronization is assumed
known, this will be discussed later. For the SD approach, the
mean symbol period (time between section crossings) is 0.75
s, the symbol period for other methods will be as stated. The
simulated chaotic signal is a real signal, and will be treated as
the transmitted signal, and thus, all the noise power is purely
real. It is possible to consider the simulation to be a baseband
equivalent of the RF signal, with a heterodyning process sepa-
rating the two. In this case, the occupied RF bandwidth includes
the negative frequency components at baseband. To solve the
obvious aliasing problem with the equivalent baseband repre-
sentation, this signal should actually be considered as complex
(with zero imaginary component in this case). The consequence
of this is that the noise power is divided equally between the real
and imaginary components.
A. Noise
Using additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the relative
performance of a number of communication methods will be
explored, and the effect of system parameters quantified. Due
to the large number of degrees of freedom, direct comparison
between the different methods is difficult, but trends and general
behaviors can be identified.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the effect of AWGN on synchroniza-
tion-based communication systems. The asymmetry of chaotic
masking means that perfect synchronization cannot be achieved
with finite message amplitudes, consequently synchronization
error bursts lead to an error floor [Fig. 2(a)]. Increasing the
symbol period improves performance (steeper BER curve) ini-
tially, but eventually due to the large bit energies performance
degrades. Increasing the message amplitude can also improve
performance (though this is less desirable from an implemen-
tation viewpoint), but in some systems (such as Chua’s circuit)
too large a message can destabilize the synchronization mecha-
nism [18].
CSK has the disadvantage of requiring resynchronization
between symbol changes, this also leads to an error floor
(Fig. 2(b)). By not including the first part of the symbol in
the synchronization error estimate (blanking) the error floor
can be reduced. There will clearly be a trade-off between
noise performance (long estimation period) and error floor
level (long blanking period). Larger parameter shifts improve
performance, but as before, this may be undesirable from an
implementation viewpoint, the security of the waveform would
also be compromised (if that is a concern). An alternative
method using generalized synchronization has been explored
in [4], it was found that while synchronization error was
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Fig. 2. Performance in AWGN for: (a) Masking; (b) CSK; (c) APD; (d) SD. T -symbol period (0.75 s unless noted otherwise), A-message amplitude, sh- 
parameter shift for encoding, B-blanking period. For SD, decision boundary in 2-D plane is defined.
reduced over a wide range of signal-to-noise ratios, due to
slow synchronization times requiring long symbol periods, the
performance in terms of was poor.
The symmetry of the APD technique gives improved perfor-
mance, and in this case there is much less variation in perfor-
mance as the symbol period changes (Fig. 2(c)). The results
show an improvement as the message amplitude increases, this
may be beneficial if security is a concern [1] due to greater
mixing of message and transmitter dynamics. However, as the
message amplitude increases, we are moving away from the
small signal control desired for power efficiency.
The coding by SD results show good performance when the
symbol partition is carefully chosen [Fig. 2(d)]. Changing the
decision boundary from to the line degraded per-
formance. This is explained by considering the noise character-
istics on the state variables, Fig. 3 shows the error between trans-
mitter state variables and the equivalent in the receiver along the
symbol surface of sections. The variable errors have a greater
variance and a larger mean offset. Also, the correlation between
the errors on the and state variables has a correlation of
0.88. Consequently, in the plane, the noise is more likely
to displace the trajectory closer toward the negative slope diag-
onal than the -axis. In real systems, this technique will require
careful coding, because not only are substitution errors likely
to occur, but also data insertion and deletion errors. In terms
of synchronization terminology, phase slips and advances may
occur.
Fig. 3. Noise distribution on surface of section in x and y directions.
As previously noted, synchronization is not strictly necessary
to recover the symbolic dynamics, and in the system explored
here, the peaks of the received signal give sufficient informa-
tion. Decisions could be made purely on the received signal
(again assuming the symbol timing is known). To be fair, a 2-Hz
second-order Butterworth filter was used in the receiver since
the total received power over the simulation bandwidth would
severely degrade performance with there being no inherent fil-
tering process in the receiver (as in dynamical synchronization).
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Fig. 4. Comparison of SD with and without chaotic synchronization in the
receiver.
Fig. 5. Performance of SD with delay embedding in the receiver, as a function
of sample period.
The improvement in performance (Fig. 4) clearly shows that
the synchronization mechanism, while reducing the noise power
due to its filtering properties, also distorts the dynamics which
corrupts some of the decisions. Does this mean that the synchro-
nization mechanism has little use in message recovery? Since
ideal symbol synchronization was assumed up to now, in a prac-
tical receiver, the sampling instants will need to be determined.
The obvious method is to use synchronization which exploits
the known dynamics, and so some combination of synchroniza-
tion and direct estimation should be used. In higher dimensional
systems, with more elements in the symbolic dynamics, a more
complete state-space reconstruction will be required and syn-
chronization (or some other state-space observer mechanism
[11]) will be required.
A state-space reconstruction using the delay-embedding
method [19] could also be used. A two-lag delay vector is
not sufficient for a full reconstruction, but does allow the SD
to be recovered using as the decision boundary. As
in the previous nonsynchronised example a front-end filter
is used to pre-process the incoming signal. Fig. 5 shows the
performance against delay time for a 2-Hz preprocessing filter.
Fig. 6. Synchronization error with interfering sine wave (  40 dB).
For short delays, the noise samples in each component of the
lag vectors are correlated, so noise acts near-perpendicular to
the decision boundary, whereas for the longer delays there is
less correlation so performance improves. For delays that are
too long, the reconstruction is too coarse, and sample points do
not accurately reproduce the underlying attractor.
The assumption of AWGN is not always entirely valid, par-
ticularly when other interfering signals are present. The varia-
tion of sensitivity to frequency components across the operating
bandwidth is demonstrated in Fig. 6 for the Lorenz and Chua’s
circuit. Clearly the response of the receiver to colored noise will
depend both on the noise spectrum and this sensitivity charac-
teristic.
B. Bandlimiting
Physical component constraints and intentional filtering to
meet radio regulations, will lead to the transmitted signals being
bandlimited. Here a second order Butterworth IIR low pass filter
is considered. Fig. 7(a) (APD) shows how there is a transi-
tion in performance as the filter bandwidth is reduced, CSK
and masking show similar behavior. This is a consequence of
the synchronization error increasing as more of the chaotic dy-
namics are distorted [18]. In the SD case the transition is at a
much lower frequency [Fig. 7(b)]. This figure shows that while
synchronization error can be large the communication perfor-
mance can be good, since it is the geometry from which the
message is recovered, not absolute signal levels. This is clear
for bandlimiting with a 3-dB break point of 1 Hz, where per-
formance shows an improvement over the unfiltered case. Here,
the removal of noise is more beneficial than the loss of signal
(and consequent distortion).
C. Fading
Although different in nature, slow and fast fading can both
be modeled using a tapped delay line (finite impulse response)
structure. The simplest case is the static nonfrequency selective
(flat) fading channel, demonstrated in Fig. 8 for APD and SD.
This models the situation where an automatic-gain control (pos-
sibly in conjunction with transmitter-power control) system tries
to maintain a constant power output to the synchronising circuit,
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Fig. 7. Effect of a bandlimiting channel. (a) APD, A = 0:1. (b) SD.
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Effect of Flat fading (expressed as a percentage). (a) APD. (b) SD.
Fig. 9. Comparison of transmitter and receiver state variables (x) in synchronised receiver, two-ray multipath channel, channel tap amplitudes 1.0 and 0.4 (a)
Delay = 100 ms. (b) Delay = 1000 ms.
but there will be some error in this process. The APD behavior is
representative of IS systems and shows, as commented before,
that as the magnitude of the distortion approaches the magni-
tude of the message, performance degrades. Also, the sign of the
fading variation (gain or attenuation) makes little difference, in
either case it is just perceived as distortion. In contrast, the SD
method is not only more robust but can use the constructive in-
terference with channel gain to maintain (even slightly improve)
performance. This is not unreasonable, since in these cases, the
reconstructed signal is stretched in phase space, increasing the
distance noise must displace the signal to cause an error. It is
more desirable to have systems that are independent to ampli-
tude variations, the limitation for the systems just described is
the range over which synchronization can be maintained. Gener-
alized synchronization gives lower synchronization errors than
IS over a limited range [4], alternatively amplitude independent
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Fig. 10. Effect of Doppler fading two-path channel on SD versus tap amplitude, tap delay 100 ms. (a) Velocity = 4 ms . (b) Velocity = 20 ms .
synchronization is presented in [20]. Processing using delay em-
bedding reconstructions are also amplitude independent.
The fast fading case uses multiple taps in the channel filter,
each is multiplied by a time variant random signal with Rayleigh
statistics (see Section III). The parameters for this model are
the tap delays, mean tap power, and velocity. The total received
power from all multipath components is included in the bit en-
ergy calculation, not just the largest. With so many degrees of
freedom, some simplifications will help the understanding. The
channel will be limited to just two taps, and the first tap will be
the largest with unity amplitude, the channel is thus Ricean.
The effect of a number of channels for synchronized systems
is demonstrated in Fig. 9. These show that increasing the mulit-
path amplitude increases the reconstruction error, and the struc-
tures are changed. This structural change is more obvious for
longer tap delays. With the delay-embedding approach, using
sufficient dimensions is important to be able to recover the SD
after corruption in a multipath channel. It has been shown that fi-
nite-impulse–response filters do not change the dimension of the
received signal [21], [22], and so it is possible to embed the re-
ceived signal, without needing to know about the channel (other
than it is FIR). Finding the SD from the reconstruction may re-
quire the channel parameters to be estimated.
To investigate time-varying channels some rescaling is neces-
sary, so that the time-varying behavior of the channel taps was
meaningful. In what follows, the Lorenz system is considered
as a baseband equivalent of a signal centred on 900 MHz, op-
erating at a data rate of 10 kbps. Fig. 10 clearly shows perfor-
mance degrading as the amplitude of the multipath component
increases, the effect of velocity is less significant, having the
greatest impact for the larger amplitude multipath case. Fig. 11
demonstrates the effect of tap delay. For short delays perfor-
mance is degraded most because phase inversions of the multi-
path component will cause significant destructive interference,
and so the signal has almost-flat fading. As the delay increases,
there is initially less (anti-)correlation between main path and
delayed path since maximum turning points do not coincide, so
performance improves. As the delay becomes comparable with
the average symbol period (0.75 s) again, then performance will
degrade. This cyclic behavior will continue for a while, but for
mulitpath delays more than a few symbols the variation in per-
Fig. 11. Effect of Doppler fading two-path channel on SD versus tap delay.
Velocity = 10 ms , second tap amplitude   10 dB.
formance will decrease, this is because the symbol periods are
irregular for the SD system.
The most significant effect of multipath channels is depen-
dent on the power in the multipath components. In IS systems
any delayed components (whether causing constructive or
destructive interference) are perceived as noise and degrade
performance. In the SD case constructive interference does
improve performance, though the combined effect of both types
of interference is a degradation. Spread-spectrum techniques
(discussed further in Section V) are commonly used because
the wider bandwidth can improve robustness against multipath
effects, however, this assumes knowledge of some reference
signal at the receiver. Frequency hopped spread spectrum
changes its centre frequency such that the signal does not
remain in a fade for significant periods of time (so any losses
can be recovered by coding). Alternatively, direct-sequence
techniques use a spreading sequence, and correlation at the
receiver such that individual multipath components can be
resolved. This is clearly not the case here. One approach is to
transmit the reference signal, but then noise on the reference
will degrade performance. The worst performance degradation
was demonstrated for small delay paths, this will have the
effect of near-flat fading of the signal. For longer delay paths,
relative to the symbol period, performance degraded. Conse-
quently, there is not always a compelling reason to increase the
bandwidth of these signals, other than to increase the data rate,
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and indeed it is more favorable to reduce the bandwidth and
maintain bandwidth efficiency.
V. TOWARDS BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY
Multiple-access mechanisms are the means by which a
number of communication connections can share the available
resources. It is important that the total system capacity is maxi-
mized, the recent spectrum auctions for 3G services show the
real cost of such a resource. While some frequency bands are
unlicensed, excess occupied bandwidth will expose the signal
to greater interference. Multiple access mechanisms separate
users based on allocating orthogonal resources. Frequency-di-
vision multiple access (FDMA) allocates a unique frequency
channel (of specified bandwidth) to each user. Time-division
multiple access (TDMA) divides the radio resource into time
slots, each user is allocated time slots in which it can use
the whole frequency band. In code-division multiple access
(CDMA), signals are spread over a wider bandwidth than the
information bandwidth by a coding mechanism independent
of the message (so wideband frequency modulation is not
included). The orthogonality of these code sequences allows
separation of the users. The most common CDMA methods
are direct sequence (DS/CDMA) in which the information is
multiplied by a spreading sequence, and frequency hopping
in which the centre frequency is regularly varied in a pseudo
random nature within the channel. For CDMA orthogonality
is rarely perfect (particularly in asynchronous and multipath
environments), and as the number of users increases the level
of interference increases. There is no absolute limit on the
number of users accessing the channel (assuming sufficient
codes are available, not usually a problem), but performance
degrades and so these systems are interference limited. In
contrast, TDMA and FDMA techniques do have a hard limit on
the number of users that can be supported (number of channels
or time slots).
From the above characterization, it could be assumed that
chaotic systems fall within the CDMA type classification. How-
ever, for the methods being discussed in this paper (i.e., distinct
from the DS/CDMA methods such as [2]), this is not the case be-
cause different users cannot share the same time and frequency
resources, they must be separated by FDMA or TDMA mecha-
nisms. Consequently, the bandwidth efficiency (defined as data
rate divided by occupied frequency bandwidth) of many chaotic
communication systems is poor. This section will discuss the
bandwidth efficiency of chaotic communication systems, and
propose how it can be increased.
The first issue to address is to define the bandwidth of a
chaotic signal, this is not obvious since the true bandwidth is
infinite. There are three approaches to be considered; cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) based, filtering method and an
adjacent channel spacing method. Table I shows the bandwidth
required to contain some defined percentage of the total power,
For example 99% of the power is contained within 2.56 Hz. An
alternative method is to apply a bandlimiting filter to the signal
and measure the point at which performance (BER) degrades by
some acceptable amount, this was demonstrated in Fig. 7, and a
filter with a 1-Hz breakpoint gave good performance. However,
TABLE I
CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR LORENZ POWER
SPECTRUM (SD ENCODING)
Fig. 12. Degradation in performance versus adjacent channel separation.
the result will depend on the filter characteristics. In an FDMA
environment, a more realistic measure is to reduce the channel
spacing to an acceptable compromise between occupied band-
width and performance. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12 (a 2-Hz
preprocessing filter was also used), a channel bandwidth of 2.5
Hz is reasonable.
The limit on the maximum channel capacity was introduced
by Shannon, and the usual limit is given by [17]
(6)
Where is the channel capacity (bits/s) and occupied band-
width (hertz). The formulation for this equation is based on
single channel communication with only AWGN at the output of
the demodulator. Another important assumption is that Nyquist
sampling theorem is appropriate.
All these assumptions must be questioned. In this work
the single-channel assumption is reasonable, but elsewhere,
removing this assumption has demonstrated large capacity in-
creases [23]. The previous discussion on bandwidth of chaotic
signals has shown that the conventional Nyquist sampling
rate cannot apply. The published work on delay embedding
demonstrates that a signal can indeed be reconstructed ade-
quately despite the infinite bandwidth. For bandlimited signals,
the function is used as the interpolation function,
impulsive chaotic synchronization [24] has demonstrated
similar interpolation properties for finite sampling rates. The
ability to interpolate with finite sample rates is a consequence
of being able to use prior information (the dynamics), whereas
the Nyquist theorem assumes no prior knowledge other than the
bandlimited restriction. In the case of the Lorenz system (with
the specified parameter set) a sample period of 0.08 s was suffi-
cient for synchronization [18], but there is no clear relationship
between this and the bandwidth measures previously described.
Fig. 3 clearly shows that the noise in the decision process is
non-Gaussian. To calculate the bit error rate a two dimensional
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Fig. 13. Probability distribution of surface of section crossing points (x state
variable), for uncontrolled and controlled (SD) systems.
Fig. 14. Comparison of conventional and chaotic (SD method) communication
systems to the Shannon limit.




Where is the noise probability distribution (Fig. 3)
with offset of (along the surface of section), and is the
section crossing distribution demonstrated in Fig. 13. It would
be expected that compressing the range of section crossings
would improve performance, this is demonstrated in [25]. The
extreme case of only having a two valued section crossing func-
tion , is equivalent to a conventional binary communi-
cation system. The relative performance of conventional and
chaotic communication systems compared to the Shannon limit
are shown in Fig. 14 (at ). There is clearly some
way to go before chaotic schemes rival the conventional. There
are two directions to go, improve noise performance or band-
Fig. 15. Performance of the APD method, with bandlimiting channel and
complementary filter in the receiver.
width efficiency. Improving noise performance is discussed in
the next section.
There are two basic approaches to improving bandwidth effi-
ciency, reduce the occupied bandwidth or increase the number
of symbols in the symbol set (thus sending more data per
symbol). While it is desirable to generate chaotic signals with
most of the energy limited to a narrow band of frequencies, this
is not always possible. Consequently filtering the transmitted
signal is required. This has already been demonstrated in Fig. 7.
However, this introduces distortion into the chaotic carrier,
and it is desirable to remove this distortion at the receiver. An
inverse filter is not sufficient since this will amplify noise.
The complementary filter method of Carroll [26] can indeed
improve performance for the APD system, Fig. 15 shows
improved performance for a 2 Hz filter whereas before (Fig. 7)
this was not the case. This approach can destabilise the receiver
(due to the complementary filter), and for this reason filters
below 2 Hz were not usable. A disadvantage of this method, as
pointed out by Rulkov [27], is the asymmetry between drive and
response systems. Some alternative architectures are proposed
in [27] which embed the transmit filter within the transmitter
dynamics. This changes the chaotic dynamics, and for the cases
tested with narrowband filters stable synchronization was not
achieved.
The SD system investigated to date has only used a binary
symbol set, increasing the number of symbols possible will in-
crease bandwidth efficiency. Using higher dimensional chaotic
systems will give the flexibility for this approach. Convention-
ally using higher order modulation has involved a trade-off be-
tween bandwidth efficiency and noise robustness, due to the lim-
ited number of signal dimensions (two). Higher dimensionality
can be achieved by using more time slots, or more frequency
channels, both methods decrease bandwidth efficiency. More
general dynamical systems approaches do not suffer this lim-
itation, however while the symbolic partitions give distinct sig-
nals, the concept of orthogonality does not apply in the same
way. Consequently, the bandwidth efficiency and noise robust-
ness trade-off is still likely to exist. Further work will investigate
these techniques.
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Fig. 16. Surface of section crossing time-interval distribution.
VI. CHAOTIC COMMUNICATIONS IN PRACTICE
The previous sections have assumed some idealistic condi-
tions, channel models have been simplified and perfect symbol
synchronization was assumed. At the same time no performance
enhancing measures have been taken, such as noise reduction
or equalization (to compensate for the multipath channel). The
masking and APD methods sent the data as an analogue signal
(with values ), the recovered signal can then be treated as
a conventional demodulated binary sequence. Consequently,
standard symbol synchronization techniques such as phase
locked loops (tuned to the symbol rate), early-late trackers, etc.,
can be used [17]. In CSK, because the symbols are periodic and
so the output error sequences will contain periodic components,
similar techniques could also be used. The SD method requires
a different approach because the symbol decision points do
not occur regularly in time. In the simulations presented so
far a decision “genie” was used that passed information from
the transmitter to mark the decision points. In good channel
conditions detection of section crossings would suffice, but as
noise and distortion increases additional crossing may occur
(insertion errors) or the section could be missed (deletion
errors). When the error rate is not high a number of approaches
can be used, these are; time interval bounding, nonlinear noise
reduction and block marking. Time interval bounding relies on
the fact that there is only a range of intersymbol intervals that
can occur, and so any lying outside this range must show an
error has occurred (Fig. 16). Nonlinear noise-reduction tech-
niques have been widely researched [19], and can clean noisy
chaotic time series. However, they mostly operate with high
signal to noise ratios, where error rate would be low anyway,
and there is a significant amount of processing required. Block
marking inserts a unique word at regular intervals into the
data sequence, knowing how many symbols are in a block
allow most insertions and deletions to be detected (but not
corrected). Pairs of insertions and deletions will not be detected
(since the number of symbols is unchanged). There is clearly
a reduction in data rate with this method. In practice some
combination of these techniques could be used. It is clear that
while nonsynchronised methods give better error performance,
because they do not use the known dynamics at the receiver
(and may be more coarsely sampled) a high signal to noise ratio
may be required for symbol synchronization. A combination of
techniques, using chaotic synchronization to estimate symbol
detection points will be investigated.
In high noise and multipath environments these methods will
be less effective. The optimum symbol detection surface will
move and distort (no longer be a flat surface), this will be the
case particularly for multipath channels with no (or insufficient)
equalization. A maximum likelihood method for symbol detec-
tion (and synchronization) is described in [25]. The process of
compensating for a multipath channel is known as equaliza-
tion, the technique used depends on what prior information is
available. When the channel is unknown, an adaptation mecha-
nism is required, to control the equalizer, this may or may not
involve estimating the channel parameters directly. The most
simple equalizers use a linear pre-filter on the received signal,
which may be FIR [moving average (MA)] or IIR [autoregres-
sive (AR)]. When the channel itself is FIR then the AR-based
equalizer can give perfect equalization when the channel is min-
imum phase (required to ensure stability). A FIR-based equal-
izer can only approximate the ideal equaliser in the limit of a
large number of taps, but is guaranteed to be stable. Equalization
of a chaotic signal when the channel is AR, with a FIR equal-
izer, is demonstrated in [28]. Designing the equalizer to give
perfect equalization (zero forcing) often leads to poor perfor-
mance in the presence of noise, because nulls in the spectrum
lead to high gain regions in the equaliser frequency response.
Consequently, least-mean-squares approaches are favored [29].
When the channel is time varying, the equaliser parameters need
to be adaptive to follow the channel variations. Coarse equaliza-
tion can be achieved using spectral estimation [30], and filtering
the received signal such that the spectrum matches that from the
transmitter (assumed known). This requires a minimum phase
channel, and is susceptible to noise when there are spectral nulls
as already described. When synchronization is used, the syn-
chronization error can be employed to drive an optimization
process [30], [31]. A gradient descent approach in [30] adapts
the coefficients of an FIR linear equaliser to compensate for an
ARMA channel. The difficulty in finding the local gradient is
avoided in [31] where a downhill simplex method is used to es-
timate the channel, which are then used in a zero forcing AR
equaliser.
VII. CONCLUSION
The use of communication methods requiring identical syn-
chronization show poor robustness to channel noise and distor-
tions. Robustness is improved by increasing the amplitude of the
message (or parameter shift), this moves away from the small
signal control ideal. Encoding by symbolic dynamics, does not
require IS and has been shown to be more robust, in effect the
message is equivalent in size to the chaotic carrier, but is con-
trolled by small perturbations. Under the assumption of perfect
symbol-timing information, nonsynchronized processing tech-
niques were shown to outperform their synchronised counter-
parts. However, to acquire timing information, and to give error
estimates to an equalizer, the chaotic synchronization mecha-
nism are desirable, and hybrid approaches may be useful. In
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multipath channels, a narrowband signal will be subject to flat
fading, which (if sufficiently slow) could be tracked. Wideband
signals showed a degradation in performance that could be com-
pensated by an equaliser or using a noise free reference. Con-
sidering the systems described here as spread spectrum is un-
helpful, the bandwidth efficiency is degraded when occupying
larger bandwidths which is not recovered using a CDMA mech-
anism. Current work is integrating symbol timing, equalization
and noise reduction into a single system. Improving the band-
width efficiency by exploring higher dimensional state spaces is
also being investigated.
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